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Abstract 

In this paper 11 -optimal controllers are considered for the 
class of 8180 time invariant discrete time systems. For 
non-minimum phase plants with one or two zeros in the 
unstable region of the complex plane explicit expressions 
for 11 optimal controllers are given. It is shown that these 
controllers have a dynamic order strictly smaller than the 
order of the plant. Furthermore, uniqueness of 11 -optimal 
controllers is discussed and a sufficiency condition is de
rived for which these controllers are unique. 
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1 Introduction 

In this paper the It-optimal control problem is con
sidered for the class of SISO time invariant discrete 
time systems. An algebraic sufficiency condition for 
uniqueness of It optimal controllers is derived and for 
non-minimum phase plants with one or two zeros in 
the unstable region of the complex plane explicit ex
pressions for It optimal controllers are given. It is 
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shown that these controllers have a dynamic order 
strictly smaller than the order of the plant. 

Consider the feedback configuration of figure 1. Here, 
w is a disturbance, u denotes the control input, z is 
a to be controlled variable and y denotes a measure
ment variable. It will be assumed that each input and 
output channel is scalar valued. Let 

denote a transfer function description of the system. 
An admissible controller is a linear time invariant sys
tem taking y as input and producing a control u as 
its output. Let 

u=Cy 

be a transfer function description of such a controller 
and let the corresponding closed-loop transfer func
tion be denoted by Tel, i.e., 

Assuming that the system (1.1) admits a stabilizing 
controller, the set of all internally stable closed-loop 
systems (1.2) can be parametrized by means of a 
Youla parametrization through an expression of the 
form 

(1.3) 

where T;j E H 00 depend on the plant and q E H 00 is 
a free parameter. If the plant (1.1) is stable then (1.3) 
reduces to Tel = Pll - P12QP2t where the controller 

C = ----.:Q:......-
1- P22Q 

(1.4) 



3 SOLUTION 

w z 
Generalized 

u plant y 

Controller 

Figure 1: Generalized plant connected with a con
troller 

It is therfore assumed without loss of generality that 
the plant (1.1) is stable and that all internally stable 
closed-loop systems are parametrized by Tel = Pu -
P12QP21 with Q E Hoo. 

2 Problem formulation 

The goal in II-optimal control theory is to minimize 
the loo-induced norm of the impulse response corre
sponding to the closed-loop operator (1.3) mapping 
w 1-+ z. Define the closed-loop performance criterion 

II z 1100 
J.l( C):= sup II II 

WEI"" w 00 
which is finite if and only if C is a stabilizing con
troller for P. Let 

J.l = inf J.l(C). c 

denote the optimal closed-loop performance. As 
shown in [4] this expression transforms to 

J.l = inf II pu - P12 * q * P21 1111 (2.1) 
qEII . 

where '*' denotes convolution and where Pi; and Pi; 
are related according to Pi;(z) = Lt>oPi;(t)zt. For 
a discrete time signal w : Z+ -+ ~ the II norm IS 
defined as 

II wllll:= L Iw(t)1 
tEZ+ 

and we denote by 11 the class of all signals w defined 
on Z+ for which II w 11,.< 00. We denote by cp(q) (or 
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cp for short whenever the context is clear) the closed
loop impulse response cp(q) := pu - P12 * q * P21 cor
responding to Tel. The optimal II control problem 
amounts to characterize J.l and to find, if it exists, a 
controller Copt in the class of stabilizing controllers 
such that J.l = J.l(Copt ). 

3 Solution 

In the literature [2] [3] this problem is solved by in
troducing the set 

(3.1) 

together with its dual 

S.1 := {r E 100 1< r, k >= 0 for all k E 8} (3.2) 

where < r, k >:= Lt>o r(t)k(t). Note that these sets 
define linear subspaces of 11 and 100 , respectively. Let 

BS.1 := {r E 8.1 III r 1l100~ I} 

Then the optimal control problem (2.1) is equivalent 
to characterizing J.l = infkEs II Pll - k 11100 and to find 
an optimal kopt E 8 (if it exists) which defines an 
optimal controller. Most of the approaches to solve 
this problem make use of the following proposition 
from vector space theory [1]. 

Theorem 3.1 Let Pu E II, and let J.l denote its II 
distance from a linear subspace 8. 

1. Then 

inf II Pll - k 1111 
kES 

max < P11, r > 
rEBS.L 

(3.3) 

where the maximum is achieved for some ropt in 
B8.1 with II ropt 1100= 1. 

2. If the infimum in (3.3) is achieved for some el
ement kopt in 8, then ropt is aligned with Pll -
k opt, that is < Pll - k opt, ropt >=11 Pll - kopt 1111 
ropt II· 

The spaces 8 and S.1 are determined by the zeros 
of P12P21 inside the unit circle. A zero a E C of a 
transfer function P for which lal < 1 will be refered 
to as an unstable zero of P". Denote by Z12 C C the 
set of unstable zeros of P12 P21 . 
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Proposition 3.2 With Sand 81. defined as in {3.1} 
and {3.2} there holds 

8 = {k E 11 I K(a) = 0 for any a E 2 12} 

81. = span{gj I g,j{t):= aj, t E Z+, aj E 2 12}. 

The dual problem stated in theorem 3.1 can be solved 
by means of these characterizations. Let ropt and p. 
be defined as in theorem 3.1. With the alignment 
condition we can characterize the impulse response 
of the optimal closed-loop system ip. Without proof 
we state that this alignment condition is equivalent 
to the following four conditions. 

L Finite impulse response condition: 

Iropt(t)! :f:. 1 ==> ip(t) = 0 

2. Sign convention: ip{f)Topt(t) ~ O. 

3. Norm constraint: ~o lip(t) p.. 

4. Zero constraint: 

This list of conditions provides an overdetermined 
set of linear equations, that are necessary for the 
existence of an optimal It-controller. From these 
conditions we can compute the optimal dosed-loop 
impulse response ip. An optimal controller is then 
determined by putting I: = Pu ip and defining 
J«z) := Lt>o k(t)z'. Since K = P12QP21 we can 
find a Youla parameter Q which yields an optimallt 
controller via (104). 

4 One non-minimum-phase 
zero in P12P21 

In case the set of uustable (or non-minimum phase) 
zeros 212 is a singleton then optimal h controllers 
exist and are unique. In the following theorem we 
provide a complete characterization of this case. 
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Theorem 4.1 For discrete time, linear, stable, time 
invariant SJSO processes, let PI2P21 have one unsta
ble zero a E 212. Then there exist an It -optimal con
troller and, moreover, it is unique. The iI-optimal 
controller is given by: 

c _ -CPu - Pu(a))PI2 -1 P21- 1 

opt - 1 _ P22(Pll - Pu (a»PI2 -1 p:u-1 
(4.1) 

and the order of the iI-optimal controller is strictly 
smaller than the order of the plant. Furthermore, the 
optimal performance p. is given by: 

Proof. The optimal controller is obtained via (1.4) 
with 

K 

P12 P21 
Q (4.2) 

For the dual problem any element r E 51. can be writ
ten as r = (}'!!-. If we apply the alignment conditions 
we obtain for the optimal (}' 

(}' = sign(Pll (a» (4.3) 

We therefore get that the solution ropt which maxi
mizes < PI1, r > over all r E 51. is given by 

so that 

r opt = sign( Pll (a »g,. 

max < PI!, r > 
rEBSJ. 

(4.4) 

= < Pu, sign(Pl1 (a»a. >= !Pl1(a) I (4.5) 

The optimal closed-loop impulse response IS then 
given by 

Therefore, 

for t = 0 
for t > 0 

(4.6) 

K(z) Pll(z) - Pll (a) (4.7) 

and from K we can find the Youla parameter Q (4.2). 
Finally, with equation (104) we find an optimal 11-

optimal controller which is given by (4.1). In order 
to prove that the degree of this controller is less than 
the degree of the plant write Pij = t!..u.D': where Nij and 

'J 

Dij is a coprime polynomial factorization of Pij. As-
sume that the order of the denumerator polynomial 
is greater than the order of the numerator polyno
mial. Hence, the McMillan degree of the process is 
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the sum of the orders of the denumerator polynomi
als deg(Du)+deg(DI2)+deg(D21)+deg(D22»' The 
optimal controller (4.1) can be rewritten as 

C. (N11 - Pll (a)Dll)D12D21 D22 
opt = DllN12N21D22 - N22(Nll - Pll (a)Dll )D12 D21 

(4.8) 
Observe that (Nll Pl1(a)Du) and N12N21 have a 
common factor (z - a). We can therefore factorize 
(Nll P ll (a)Dll ) as (z - a)R, and consequently in 
the expression (4.8) a factor z - a can be cancelled 
from the numerator and denumerator. We know that 
deg Nij < deg D ij . So, we conclude that for deg R 

there holds deg R < deg Du. So for the It-optimal 
controller we have 

order( Copt) = 
max{deg(N12) + deg(N2d + deg(Dll) + 
+ deg(D22) - 1, 

deg(N22) + deg(R) + deg(Dt2) + deg(D2d, 

deg(R) + deg(D12) + deg(D2d + deg(D22)} 

from which we conclude that the order of the It op
timal controller is stricly less than the order of the 
process. • 

5 Two non-minimum phase ze
ros in P12 P 21 

In case the set of non-minimum phase zeros of P12P'21 
consists of two distinct elements then again explicit 
expressions for optimal h controllers can be estab
lished. However, uniqueness can no longer be guar
anteed. 

TheoreIn 5.1 For discrete time, linear, time invari
ant, stable 8180 processes, suppose that P12P2l has 
two distinct unstable zeros al, a2' Then there exist 
an h -optimal controller. This controller is unique if 

(5.1) 

for all j ~ O. One such It optimal controller is given 
by 

C 
_ -(Pll-('PIZ+CPO»P12-lp2l-l 

opt - 1 1 (5.2) 
1- Pn(Pu - (CPI Z + cpo»P12- P21 

where 

Figure 2: Linear programming problem 

!.po .-

'PI .-

Pll (at)a2 - Pu (a2)al 

a2 - al 
P11(a2) - P11(at) 

a2 -a1 
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The order of this controller is strictly smaller than 
the order of the plant. 

If the condition (5.1) is not satisfied, that is, if 

Pu(at) _ a{ 
Pl1 (a2) - a~ 

(5.3) 

for some j ~ 0, then optimal controllers can still be 
unique. In other words the sufficient condition 5.1 
is not necessary to guarantee uniqueness of optimal 
controllers. In fact, if 

Pll (at) _ a{ 
Pll (a2) - a~ 

(5.4) 

then the linear programming problem max.,.eBSJ.. < 
Pll. r > may have an infinite number of optimal so
lutions Topt E BSl. while the corresponding optimal 
controllers Copt coincide. See figure 2. In the fol
lowing an example is given where 5.3 holds for some 
j ~ 0 while the optimal controller is is still unique. 

EXaIIlple 5.2 Consider a process with transfer func
tions: 

( ) ( 
E:±!I!!. Z-I/2) ( ) z _ z+3/2 z+13/10 w 

- ;:+1/2 ....!.±L u 
y z+7/5 z+6/5 

(5.5) 
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Notice that 
P11(a1) al 
Pn (a2) a2 

(5.6) 

where at 1/2 and a2 = -1/2 are unstable zeros of 
P. The space S is then determined by: 

S={kElt I{<k'~l >=Oand <k,Q.:z>=O} 
(5.7) 

Here, 

~l (5.8) 

(5.9) 

Then SJ. is the span of the time series ~1 and Q.:z 

span {~l'~} 

So any r E SJ. can be written as 

where a}, 0'2 E JR.. The dual problem is then: 

= 

where 

max < PII,r > 
rEBS.l. 

max (O'IPu(at) + 0'2Pll(a2)) 
(CI'l,CI'2)Er 

(5.10) 

r = {0'1,0'2 En 1-1 ~ ala!' + 0'2a2i ~ 1 
for all i:::: 0,1,2, ... }. 

With 

1 
3 

1 
3 

the dual problem becomes: 

(S.lI) 

This leads to a linear programming problem. Because 
the condition (5.3) is satisfied we have a set of optimal 
pairs (O't, 0'2) E r. The set of possible solutions is 
given by: 

(5.12) 

where 0'1 E [t, il or equivalently 0'2 E [-3, ""ill. It 
is easily seen that in this case all possibfe optimal 
pairs (at, 0'2) lead to the same II-optimal controller. 
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In others words, the controller is a unique controller 
and is given by: 

C(z) = -Hz + 1.3)(z + 1.4)(z + 1.2) 
(z + 1.5)(z + 1.2) + ~(z + 1.3)(z + 1.4)(z + 2) 

(5.13) 
with dosed loop impulse response: 

2 
tp = {0'3,Q,0,Q,0, ... } (5.14) 

In the remainder of this section we provide a proof of 
theorem 5.1. 

Proof. In case Zl2 consists of two distinct zeros, the 
dual maximalization problem amounts to solving 

p = max < Pn, r > 
rEBS.l. 

with SJ. = span{a.l,l.1'2}' Thus any r E BSJ. is of 
the form r(t) = O'lal + 0'2a~ with Ir(t)1 ~ 1 for all 
t :::: 0. One pair of values for which this maximum is 
attained is given by 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

where '±' is to be interpreted as either + or -. From 
the alignment conditions, the optimal dosed-loop im
pulse response is given by 

tp(t) 

and p = Itpol + Itpd. It follows that 

K(z) :::: Pn - (tplZ + tpo) 

for t = 0 

for t = 1 
for t > 1 

Via (1.4) the general expression (5.2) for the opti
mal controller is obtained. To investigate the dy-
namic degree of this controller let Pij = !.:..!l.D

Ni
: be ., 

a coprime polynomial factorization for i, j = 1,2 .. 
Assume that the order of the denumerator poly
nomial is greater than the order of the numerator 
polynomial. The order of the process then equals 
deg(Dll } + deg(Dl2 ) + deg(D21) + deg(D22) and the 
optimal controller (5.2) can be rewritten as 

Copt = 

DllN12N21D22 - Nn{Nll - ('PIZ + 'Po)Dll)DrlD21 

Consider the terms (Nll-(lPlZ+lPo)Dll) and N12N2l 
and note that in case of two distinct unstable zeros al 
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and a2 in P12 P21 we can distinguish two factors (z
al) and (Z-a2) in N12N21 and (Nll-('PlZ+'Po)Dll). 
Thus, (Nll-('PlZ+'Po)Du) = (z+al)(z+a2)RAs 
we look at Copt we see that in both numerator and 
denumerator the factors (z - ad and (z - a2) can 
be cancelled. Since deg(Nij) < deg(Dij) we conclude 
that for the degree of the factor R there holds 

degR < degDll' (5.17) 

So for the it-optimal controller we have 

order( Copt} = 
max{deg(N12 ) + deg(N21 } + deg(Dll) + 
+ deg(D22) - 2, 

deg(N22 ) + deg(R) + deg(D12) + deg(D2t}, 
deg(R) + deg(DI2) + deg(D21 ) + deg(D22}} 

from which we again conclude that the order of the 
controller is strictly less than the order of the pro
cess. The claim on uniqueness is given in the proof 
of theorem 6.1 below in a more general way. • 

6 A sufficiency condition for 
unique controllers 

A general result on uniqueness of optimal controllers 
can be given as follows. 

Theorem 6.1 For discrete time, linear, time invari
ant, stable SISO processes, suppose that 212 has n 
distinct zeros al, ... , an. Then there exist an 11-

optimal controller. This controller is unique if 

for all j :2: o. 

Proof. The dual maximalization problem amounts 
to determining ropt such that 

< Pll, ropt >= max < PH, r > . 
rEBSJ.. 

Any r E 81. can be written as 

n 

ret) = L>l'Ht~. 
i=O 
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The constraint r E B81. amounts to requiring that 

n 

-1 ::; L: aig~ ::; 1 
i=O 

for all t :2: O. There exist a unique vector 
[a~Pt, ... , a~Pt]T solving this linear programming 
problem if the (n - 1) dimensional hyperplanes 

with Pi E JR, j :2: 0 are never parallel to the hyper
planes 

with p. E JR. This condition is equivalent to the con
dition (6.1) which yields the result. • 

7 Conclusions 

In this paper a sufficiency condition for uniqueness of 
It optimal controllers is derived for the class of stable 
non-minimum phase discrete time plants. It is shown 
that for a general process with one unstable zero in 
P12P21 the II-optimal controller exists and is unique 
and that its dynamic order is strictly smaller than the 
dynamic order of the process. In case of two distinct 
unstable zeros of P12P21 existence of an II-optimal 
controller is guaranteed and an explicit expression of 
an optimal 11 controHer has been derived. This con
dition is not necessary as shown in the example of 
section 5. 
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